Abstract
The exceptional rise in government deficits following the subprime crisis, the recent commodity price spikes and the increase in inflation volatility have revived the debate on medium to long-term resurgence of inflation. Using a vector-autoregressive model, this paper investigates the relationships between asset returns and inflation and the optimal strategic asset allocation for investors seeking to hedge inflation risk in two different types of macroeconomic regimes. In a volatile macroeconomic environment marked by countercyclical supply shocks, cash, inflation-linked bonds and precious metals play an essential role, while in a more stable environment ("Great Moderation") with procyclical demand shocks, cash and nominal bonds play the most significant role, followed by precious metals, real estate and equities. An ambitious investor in terms of required real returns should have a larger weighting in equities, real estate and precious metals.
Having weathered the worst crisis in terms of length and amplitude since the Second World War, investors may have to cope with one of the potential outcomes of the subprime meltdown: the threat of a surge in the cost of living. The accumulation of multiple factors raises the question as to whether a globally low and stable inflation environment can continue to exist (Barnett and Chauvet [2008] , Cochrane [2009] , Walsh [2009] ), thereby raising the question of inflation hedging, a key concern for many investors. To support weak economies almost all developed countries applied unconventional monetary policies with significant stimulus packages and injections of liquidity into money markets. The resulting exceptional rise in government deficits and huge debt levels are a looming problem for the US and many European countries, while the recent commodity price spike, dollar weakness and macroeconomic volatility are adding further pressures to the ongoing debate. These renewed concerns about inflation naturally raise the question of re-considering how to build the ideal portfolio that will shield investors effectively from inflation risk and, where possible, generate excess returns. This applies both to long-term institutional investors (particularly pension funds, which usually operate under inflation-linked liability constraints) and to individual investors, for whom real-term capital preservation is a minimal objective.
Consider an investor having a target real return and facing inflation risk. Her portfolio is made of Treasury bills, government nominal and inflation-linked (IL) bonds, stocks, real estate and precious metals. Three questions are to be solved. (1) What is the inflation hedging potential of each asset class? (2) What is the optimal allocation for a given target return and investment horizon? (3) What is the impact of changing economic environment on this allocation? The last 30 years were characterised by two very different types of economic regimes: the one experienced in the 1970s and 1980s, marked by strong supply shocks (especially the oil shocks of 1973 and 1979) and high macroeconomic volatility, where inflation was mainly countercyclical, and the most recent period (1990s and 2000s), marked by demand shocks and procyclical inflation. The strong decrease in macroeconomic volatility (the "Great Moderation", Blanchard and Simon [2001] , Bernanke [2004] , Summers [2005] ) and the changing nature of inflation shocks, from countercyclical to procyclical have been stressed as the two main factors affecting the level of stocks and bond prices (Lettau et al. [2008] , Kizys and Spencer [2008] ). These changing economic conditions also partially explain the change of correlation sign between stocks and bond returns, from strongly positive to slightly negative (Baele et al. [2009] , Campbell [2009] , Campbell et al. [2009] ). As we shall see, they also have a major influence on the inflation hedging capacity of all asset classes.
Recent research in empirical finance has pointed that expected returns and risk are time varying, experiencing shifts that tend to persist over long periods of time. Following Barberis [2000] , Campbell et al. [2003] , Fugazza et al. [2007] , we use a vector-autoregressive (VAR) specification to model the inter-temporal dependency across variables, and then simulate long-term holding portfolio returns up to 30 years. Guidolin and Timmerman [2005] , and Goetzmann and Valaitis [2006] stress that a full-sample VAR model can be mis-specified as correlations vary over time. Using the Goetzmann et al. [2005] breakpoint test for structural change in correlation, we split the sampling period into two sub-periods exhibiting the most stable correlations. The simulated returns based on our two estimated VAR models are thus used, on the one hand, to measure the inflation hedging properties of each asset class in each regime, and on the other hand to carry out a portfolio optimisation. We determine the allocation that minimizes the shortfall probability, with the constraint that returns are above target (inflation + x%).
We show that the optimal asset allocation differs strongly across regimes. In the first one (supply shocks and volatile economic environment), an investor having a pure inflation target should be mainly invested in cash when her investment horizon is short, and increase her allocation to IL bonds and precious metals when her horizon increases. In contrast, in the second regime (demand shocks and more stable economic environment), cash still plays an essential role in hedging a portfolio against inflation in the short run, but in the longer run it should be partially replaced by nominal bonds, and to a lesser extent by real estate and precious metals. With a more ambitious real return target (from 1% to 3%), and whatever the economic regime, a larger weight should be dedicated to risky assets (mainly equities, real estate and precious metals). These results confirm the value of alternative asset classes in shielding the portfolio against inflation, especially for ambitious investors with long investment horizons.
Our paper tries to complement the existing literature in three directions: inflation hedging properties of assets, strategic asset allocation, and alternative asset classes. The question of hedging assets against inflation has been widely studied (see Attié and Roache [2009) for a detailed literature review). Most studies have focused on measuring the relationship between historical asset returns and inflation, either by measuring the correlation between these variables or by adopting a factor approach such as the one used by Fama and Schwert [1977] .
The literature on strategic asset allocation has shed new light on this question. Continuing the pioneering work of Brennan et al. [1997] , Campbell and Viceira [2002] , many researchers have sought to show that long-term allocation is very different from short-term allocation when returns are partially predictable (Barberis [2000] , Brennan and Xia [2002] , Wachter [2002] , Campbell et al. [2003 Campbell et al. [ , 2004 , Guidolin and Timmermann [2005] , Fugazza et al. [2007] ). The approach developed in an assets-only framework was extended to asset and liability management (ALM) using traditional classes (van Binsbergen and Brandt [2007] ) but also alternative assets (Goetzmann and Valaitis [2006] , Hoevenaars et al. [2008] , Amenc et al. [2009] ). One common characteristic of these studies is their focus on the situation of investors, such as pension funds, with liabilities which are subject to the risk of both fluctuating inflation and real interest rates. In this article, we adopt a different point of view.
Not all investors who seek to hedge against inflation necessarily have such liabilities. They may only wish to hedge their assets against the risk of real-term depreciation, and thus have a purely nominal objective that consists of the inflation rate plus a real expected return target, which is assumed to be fixed.
Thus far, most of the research into inflation hedging for diversified portfolios has been done within a mean-variance framework. In our context, however, this risk measure is not the one that corresponds best to investors' objectives. Our portfolio's excess returns above target may be only slightly volatile but still significantly lower than the objective, presenting a major risk to the investor. The notion of "safety-first" (Roy [1952] ) is therefore more appropriate. We focus on the shortfall probability, i.e. the likelihood of not achieving the target return at maturity. Finally, the properties of alternative asset classes have been studied in a strategic asset allocation context (Agarwal and Naik [2004] , Fugazza et al. [2007] , Brière et al. [2010] ).
In an ALM context, Hoevenaars et al. [2008] and Amenc et al. [2009] also find significant appeal in these asset classes, which are interesting sources of diversification and inflation hedging in a portfolio. Our research complements these findings in an asset only context with an inflation target.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Data
We consider the case of a US investor able to invest in six liquid and publicly traded asset classes: cash, stocks, nominal bonds, IL bonds, real estate and precious metals. Before that date, to recover price and total return history before IL Bonds were first issued in the US, we reconstruct a time series of real rates according to the methodology of Kothari and Shanken [2004] . Real rates are thus approximated by 10-year nominal bonds rates minus an inflation expectation based on a 5-year historical average of a seasonally adjusted consumer price index (CPI) (Amenc et al. [2009] ). The inflation risk premium is assumed equal to zero, a realistic assumption considering the recent history of US TIPS (Berardi [2004] , D'Amico et al. [2008] , Brière and Signori [2009] The hierarchy of returns is the following: cash has the smallest return on the total period, followed by IL bonds, precious metals, nominal bonds, real estate and equities. Adjusted for risk, the results show a slightly different picture: cash appears particularly attractive compared with other asset classes; then nominal bonds, IL bonds, equities, real estate and precious metals (risk-adjusted return of 1, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.3 respectively). Extreme risks are also different: negative skewness and strong kurtosis are strongly pronounced for real estate and to a lesser extent for equities, whereas precious metals exhibit positive skewness and high kurtosis.
Econometric model of asset returns dynamics
VAR models are widely used in financial economics to model the intertemporal behaviour of asset returns. Campbell and Viceira [2002] provide a complete overview of the applications of VAR specification to solve intertemporal portfolio decision problems. The VAR structure can also be used to simulate returns in the presence of macroeconomic factors. Following Barberis [2000] , Campbell et al. [2003] , Campbell and Viceira [2005] , Fugazza et al. [2007] ) among others, we adopt a VAR (1) 2 representation of the returns but expand it to alternative asset classes, as did Hoevenaars et al. [2008] . 3 Empirical literature has relied on a predetermined choice of predictive variables. Kandel and Stambaugh [1996] , Balduzzi and Lynch [1999] , Barberis [2000] use the dividend yield; Lynch [2001] uses the dividend yield and term spread; Brennan, Schwartz, and Lagnado [1997] use the dividend yield, bond yield, and Treasury bill yield; and Hoevenaars et al. [2008] use the dividend yield, term spread, credit spread and Treasury bill yield. We select the most significant variables in our case: dividend yield and term spread. As we are modelling nominal logarithmic returns, we also enter inflation explicitly as a state variable, which enables us to measure the link between inflation and asset class returns.
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The compacted form of the VAR(1) can be written as:
where 0 φ is the vector of intercepts; 1 φ is the coefficient matrix; t z is a column vector whose elements are the log returns on the six asset classes and the values of the three state variables ; t u is the vector of a zero mean innovations process.
Finally, to overcome the problem of correlated innovations of the VAR(1) model and to take into consideration the contemporaneous relationship between returns and the economic 2 Higher order coefficient lags in the VAR were not significant. The choice of VAR order was made on the basis of the Schwarz Information criteria. 3 The differences with the model lie in the fact that we include IL bonds but not corporate bonds and hedge funds in our investment set. As our investor is an asset-only investor, there are no liabilities in our model. 4 As in the models of Brennan et al. (1997) , Campbell and Viceira (2002) , Campbell et al. (2003) , we do not adjust VAR estimates for possible small sample biases related to near non-stationarity of some series (Campbell and Yogo (2006) ).
variables, we follow the procedure described in Amisano and Giannini [1997] to obtain structural innovations characterised by a iid process. The structural innovations t ε , may be written as
where the parameters of A and B matrices are identified imposing a set of restrictions. The identification structure 5 has been chosen to be consistent with economic and financial intuition. The key assumption is that a shock on inflation may instantaneously affect the returns of all assets classes, as well as the dividend yield and term spread; the same is true for cash. Moreover, equity returns are allowed to respond contemporaneously to a shock on bonds (via the discount factor) but the reverse is not true. Real estate innovations are allowed to respond to the shock on bonds and equities. 6 The structure of t ε is used to perform
Monte Carlo simulations on the estimated VAR for the portfolio analysis.
Meaningful forecasts from a VAR model rely on the assumption that the underlying sample correlation structure is constant. However, regime shifts in the relationship between financial and economic variables have already been widely discussed in the literature. Guidolin and has a recursive structure where all elements above diagonal are equal to zero. 6 A strong unidirectional relationship running from the stock market to the real estate market is usually documented in the literature. (Okunev et al. (2000) ). 7 The contribution of demand shocks dominated during that regime, and the reduced volatility on the demand side of the economy (government spending, residential housing and inventory changes) contributed significantly to stability (Gordon (2005) December 1990, ensuring the most stable correlation structure within each sub-period. 9 Our results are not sensitive to the exact breakpoint though.
In the two identified sub-periods, inflation is mainly helpful in predicting nominal bond returns, and dividend yield in predicting equity returns. 10 In exhibit 2, the high positive correlation coefficient of the residuals between nominal bonds and IL bonds (84% and 74% in the two sub-sample periods) confirms the strong interdependency between the contemporaneous returns of the two asset classes dominated by the common component of real rates. The second largest positive innovation correlation coefficient is between real estate and equities (62% and 57% in the first and second period respectively), implying that a positive shock in real estate has a positive contemporaneous effect on stock returns and vice versa. Other results are in line with the common findings of a positive contemporaneous correlation between inflation and precious metals, and the intuition that inflation and monetary policy shocks have a negative impact on bonds returns through the inflation expectations component. 
EXHIBIT 2 VAR residuals, correlation coefficients
Simulations
In a first in-sample analysis, we use the iid structural innovation process of the two VAR models estimated on the two sub-samples to perform a Monte Carlo analysis based on the fitted model. We draw iid random variables from a multivariate normal distribution for the structural innovations and we obtain simulated returns for 5,000 simulated paths of length T (T varying from 1 month to 30 years), setting the unconditional means over the sample periods as initial values. 11 The simulated returns are thus used, on the one hand, to measure the inflation hedging properties of each asset class in each regime, and on the other hand in a portfolio construction context to generate expected returns and covariance matrices at different horizons (2, 5, 10, 30 years).
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Lastly, to test the robustness of our findings, we perform an out-of-sample backtest on our portfolios. For this, we reduce the estimation period for the VAR and portfolio optimization by 5 years and backtest the ability of our optimal portfolios to hedge effectively against inflation over periods of 2 years.
Portfolio choice
The bulk of the research into inflation hedging for a diversified portfolio has used a meanvariance framework. And research into inflation hedging properties in an ALM framework with a liability constraint is usually based on surplus optimisation, in which the surplus is maximised under the constraint that its volatility be lower than a target value (Leibowitz [1987] , Sharpe and Tint [1990] , Hoevenaars et al. [2008] ). But for our purposes, this risk measure is not the one best suited to investors' objectives. Since the portfolio's excess returns above target may be only slightly volatile but still significantly lower than the objective, the investor faces a serious risk. In this case, the notion of safety-first (Roy [1952] ) is more appropriate. Roy argues that investors think in terms of a minimum acceptable outcome, which he calls the "disaster level". The safety-first strategy is to choose the investment with the smallest probability of falling below that disaster level. A less risk-averse investor may be willing to achieve a higher return, but with a greater probability of going below the threshold.
Roy defined the shortfall constraint such that the probability of the portfolio's value falling below a specified disaster level is limited to a specified disaster probability. Portfolio optimisations with a shortfall probability risk measure have been conducted before (Leibowitz and Henriksson [1989] , Leibowitz and Kogelman [1991] , Lucas and Klaassen [1998], Billio and Casarin [2007] , Smith and Gould [2007] ), but as far as we know not in the context of an inflation hedging portfolio.
We determine optimal allocations that minimise the shortfall probability, with the constraint that the real returns be above a certain target set by the investor.
is the annualised return of the n assets in portfolio over the investment horizon T, ) ,..., , ( 2 1 n w w w w = the fraction of capital invested in the asset i, T π the annual inflation rate during that horizon T, R the target real return in excess of inflation. E is the expectation operator with respect to the probability distribution P of the asset returns.
In order to compare our results with traditional mean-variance optimization, we also provide the results of optimal portfolios that simply minimise the variance. This provides a valuable benchmark and allows us to compare the outcomes of different optimization alternatives. For a target real return of 0% and each investment horizon T (T = 2 years, 5 years, 10 years, 30 years), we present the optimal portfolios in both the mean-shortfall probability universe and the mean variance universe on the two identified regimes. For target real returns of 1%, 2%
and 3%, we present minimum shortfall portfolios (minimum variance optimal weights are the same whatever the target real return).
RESULTS
Inflation hedging properties of individual assets
Exhibit 3 below displays correlation coefficients between asset returns and inflation based on our VAR model, depending on the investment horizon, from 1 month to 30 years. We consider two sample periods: from January 1973 to December 1990 and from January 1991 to
December 2010. The inflation hedging properties of the different assets vary strongly depending on the investment horizon. Most of the assets (the only exception being nominal bonds and equities in the first period, and precious metals in the second period) display an upward-sloping correlation curve, meaning that inflation hedging properties improve as the investment horizon widens.
Correlations between asset returns and inflation depending on the investment horizon January 1973 -December 1990
January 1991-December 2010
In the first regime (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) , cash and precious metals have a positive correlation with inflation on short-term horizons, whereas nominal bonds, equities, and real estate are negatively correlated. The correlation of IL bonds with inflation lies in the middle and is close to zero. In the longer run (30 years), cash shows the best correlation with inflation (around 0.6), followed by precious metals and IL bonds (all showing a positive correlation), then real estate, equities (nil correlation) and finally nominal bonds (negative correlation). The very strong negative correlation of nominal bonds with inflation, both in the short run and in the long run, is intuitive since changes in expected inflation and bond risk premiums are traditionally the main source of variation in nominal yields (Campbell and Ammer [1993) ). IL bonds and inflation are positively correlated in the medium to long run for an obvious reason:
the impact of a strongly rising inflation rate has a direct positive effect on performances through the coupon indexation mechanism (which happens with a 3 month lag). This effect far outweighs the impact of changes in real interest rates, which is much weaker than inflation shocks during the period. Negative correlation between equities and inflation is a characteristic of countercyclical inflation periods when the economy is affected by supply shocks or changing inflation expectations, which shift the Phillips curve upwards or downwards (Campbell [2009] ). This has been documented by many authors, with three different interpretations. The first is that inflation hurts the real economy, so the dividend growth rate should fall, leading to a drop in equity prices (an alternative explanation is that poor economic conditions lead the central bank to reduce interest rates, which has a positive influence on inflation (Geske and Roll [1983] ). The second interpretation argues that high expected inflation has tended to coincide with periods of higher uncertainty about real economic growth, raising the equity risk premium (Brandt and Wang [2003] , Bekaert and Engstrom [2009] ). The final explanation is that stock market investors are subject to inflation illusion and fail to adjust the dividend growth rate to the inflation rate, even though they correctly adjust the nominal bond rate (Modigliani and Cohn [1979] , Ritter and Warr [2002] , Campbell and Vuolteenaho [2004] ).
The correlation picture is very different if we now consider the second sample period (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) . In the short run, all assets display a close-to-zero correlation with inflation. Precious metals and cash have the strongest correlation with inflation, followed by real estate, equities, IL and nominal bonds. In the long run, the best inflation hedger is cash, followed by equities, nominal bonds, real estate and IL bonds. Precious metals have a negative correlation with inflation. The main differences with the first period are that nominal bonds and equities now have a positive correlation with inflation in the long run, and also have better inflation hedging properties than IL bonds. The moderation in economic risk, especially inflation volatility, has reduced correlations in absolute terms. IL bond returns have a much smaller positive correlation with inflation, whereas nominal bonds lose their negative correlation and become moderately positively correlated. Moreover, as inflation is now procyclical (the macroeconomy is moving along a stable Phillips curve), positive inflation shocks happen during periods of improving macroeconomic environment, leading to positive correlation between equities and inflation (Campbell [2009] Another way to look at the inflation hedging properties of individual assets is to measure the probability of having below-inflation returns at the investment horizon (shortfall probabilities). This gives a complementary picture, since an asset can be strongly correlated with inflation but also have a significant shortfall probability if its return is always lower than inflation. Exhibit 4 displays the shortfall probabilities of the different asset classes for horizons of 2, 5, 10 and 30 years. A first observation is that shortfall probabilities tend to decrease with the investment horizon.
EXHIBIT 4 Probabilities of not achieving the inflation target for individual assets, January 1973-
One important exception is cash, which in the second period has a much higher shortfall probability for 30-year horizon (69%), whereas at a 2-year horizon the probability is only 22%. Looking at shortfall probabilities, the best inflation hedger in the short run appears to be cash in the first regime and nominal bonds in the second. The excellent performances of nominal bonds are particular to the recent period, marked by strong disinflation and hence an unprecedented fall in the inflation risk premium. In the long run, the best hedgers are cash followed by equities in the first regime. IL bonds and precious metals are well correlated with inflation during that period but exhibit a strong shortfall probability (respectively 29% and 46% for a 30-year horizon). In the second regime, four asset classes exhibit particularly low shortfall probabilities: nominal bonds and precious metals (0%), then real estate (4%) and IL bonds (14%).
Inflation hedging portfolios
We now turn to the construction of inflation hedging portfolios. We examine the case of an investor wishing to hedge inflation on her investment horizon. This investor has a target real return ranging from 0% to 3%. For each of the investor targets, we show the optimal portfolio composition depending on the inflation regime.
We first consider the case of an investor simply wishing to hedge inflation, i.e. having a target real return of 0%. Exhibit 5 below show the optimal portfolio composition and the descriptive statistics of minimum shortfall probability portfolios and minimum variance portfolios for each horizon over the two sample periods.
EXHIBIT 5
Minimum variance and minimum shortfall probability portfolios, real return target 0% The first observation, common to both periods, is that the minimum shortfall probability (corresponding to Roy's [1952] "safety-first" portfolio) generally decreases with the investment horizon, the only exception being for the 2-year horizon on the first period, where the minimum shortfall probability is lower than for the 5-year horizon.
In the first period, characterised by high macroeconomic volatility, the optimal portfolio composition of a safety-first investor with a 2-year horizon is 92% cash, 5% IL bonds, and 2% precious metals. This very conservative portfolio has a 1.3% annualised return over inflation, 1.6% volatility of real returns and 11.7% shortfall probability. Diversifying the portfolio makes it possible to diminish the achievable shortfall probability compared to individual assets: whereas the minimum shortfall probability over all assets in that period is 17% (for cash), it is more than 5% lower with a diversified portfolio. When the horizon is increased, the weight assigned to cash decreases and the weights of riskier assets (IL bonds, equities and precious metals) rise. For a 30Y horizon, the optimal portfolio composition is 69% cash, 14% equities, 11% IL bonds and 7% precious metals. This portfolio generates an annualised excess return of 1.4% over inflation with stronger volatility (5.0%) but with a very low probability (3.1%) of falling below the inflation target at the investment horizon. Again, portfolio diversification makes it possible to decrease the shortfall probability at the investment horizon. Minimizing the variance of the portfolio gives very similar optimal weights for short-term investors' horizons. For long horizons, however, the weights for cash and inflation-linked bonds are higher: 82% instead of 79% for cash on a 10-year horizon (77% instead of 69% for a 30-year horizon) and 12% for IL bonds instead of 8% on a 10-year horizon (16% vs 11% for 30 years). These overweights are made at the expense of equities.
Shortfall probabilities are around 1% higher for a fairly small decrease in volatility (1% maximum) and a slightly lower portfolio return.
In the second period, characterised by much lower macroeconomic volatility, the optimal portfolio composition is quite different. With a 2-year horizon, the optimal composition for a safety-first investor is still very conservative: 72% cash, but the rest of the portfolio consists mainly of nominal bonds (18%), precious metals (6%) and real estate (3%). Compared to the first period, nominal bonds now replace IL bonds. This result is consistent with our previous findings on individual assets: the inflation hedging properties of nominal bonds increase strongly in the second period, with inflation correlation becoming even greater than for IL bonds and shortfall probabilities becoming much smaller. Increasing the investment horizon, the share of the portfolio dedicated to cash decreases, progressively replaced by nominal bonds, whereas the weights of real estate and precious metals increase slightly. With a 30 year horizon, the optimal portfolio of a safety-first investor is composed of 49% cash, 27%
nominal bonds, 15% precious metals, 5% equities and 5% real estate. This portfolio has higher annualised real return than in the first period (2.1% vs. 1.4%), with a smaller shortfall probability (0.0% vs. 3.1%). Contrary to the first period, IL bonds no longer appear in the optimal composition of safety-first portfolios. Simply minimizing portfolio variance rather than shortfall probability sharply increases the cash weight of the portfolio: 93% instead of 72% for a 2-year horizon, and around 80% instead of slightly more than 40% further out. This increase reduces the weights of nominal bonds, precious metals and real estate. Unlike the first period, the change of allocation produces a steep rise in shortfall probability in the near term (12.3% vs 5.1% at 2 years, 6.6% vs 1% at 5 years), for a relative modest decrease in the portfolio's volatility (between 0.5% and 1.2%) and a slightly lower return.
To sum up, in the first regime, marked by high macroeconomic volatility and countercyclical inflation, a safety-first investor having a pure inflation target should be mainly invested in cash when her investment horizon is short, and should increase her allocation to IL bonds, equities and precious metals when her horizon increases. In the second regime, marked by much smaller macroeconomic volatility and procyclical inflation, the optimal investment set changes radically. Mainly invested in cash when the investment horizon is short, an investor should increase her holdings of mainly nominal bonds and precious metals when her investment horizon increases.
We now consider the consequences for an investor of having a more ambitious target real return, ranging from 1% to 3%. Exhibit 6 presents the optimal portfolio composition as well as the descriptive statistics of the minimum shortfall probability portfolios for 2 and 30 years horizon, 13 for the first and second sample periods.
EXHIBIT 6
Minimum shortfall probability portfolios, real return target 1%, 2% and 3% Consistent with intuition, when the required real return is increased, the shortfall probability increases strongly in both sub-periods. In the first period, for a 2Y horizon investor, the minimum shortfall probability is 11.7% for a target real return of 0%. It is 37.4%, 44.9% and 48.8% for a 1%, 2% and 3% real target return respectively. The results are similar for the second period: shortfall probabilities rise from 5.1% to 27.4% for a 0% to 3% real return target.
Another intuitive result is that the more the investor increases her required real return, the more the optimal portfolio composition is biased towards risky assets. Considering the first regime, for a 30-year horizon, the optimal weight of cash decreases from 69% (with a real return target of 0%) to 0% (1% to 3% target). The IL bond weight also decreases, from 11% to 0%. The explanation is intuitive: these assets provide a good inflation hedge but are not sufficient to achieve high real returns. On the contrary, the weights of risky assets (especially equities) increase. A long-term portfolio seeking to achieve inflation plus 1% should be made up of 100% equities. Of course, if the investment horizon is shorter, a larger part of the portfolio should be dedicated to cash. This finding differs significantly from a standard mean variance optimization, which always results in cash being overweighted in the portfolio, whatever the required real return. Accordingly, the shortfall probabilities of minimum variance portfolios are particularly high when the required real return is also high.
In the second sample period, the results are comparable. Increasing the real return target leads to a decrease in the cash investment and an increase in the more risky assets. A substantial portion of nominal bonds should be added to the portfolio for low required real returns. For a 30-year investor with 1% real return target, the optimal portfolio composition is 57% nominal bonds, 16% equities, 6% real estate and 20% precious metals ; while for a 3% target it is 35% real estate and 65% precious metals. Precious metals were the most rewarding asset class during that period. This explains why, with a very ambitious real return target, the portfolio should be heavily invested in them.
To sum up, a more ambitious real return target leads to a greater shortfall probability and a different optimal portfolio composition, with a larger weight in risky assets. In an unstable and volatile economic regime, an ambitious investor should abandon IL bonds and precious metals and concentrate on equities. In a more stable economic environment, she should reduce her portfolio weight in nominal bonds and invest a higher share in real estate and especially precious metals.
To test the robustness of our findings with an out-of-sample backtest, we perform a similar analysis on both regimes, reducing the VAR estimation period in order to backtest the ability of our optimal portfolios to hedge effectively against inflation over periods of 2 years. To test the 2-year inflation-hedging portfolios in the first regime, four optimal portfolios are estimated recursively for the periods 1973-1985, 1973-1986, 1973-1987 and 1973-1988; they are then backtested for periods of 2 years following the estimation period. The results we present (i.e. optimal weights and descriptive statistics) correspond to the mean of the four estimates. We proceed in the same way for the second regime, estimating four 2-year optimal portfolios for the periods 1991-2005, 1991-2006, 1991-2007 and 1991-2008, backtesting them on the two years after each of the periods. Exhibit 7 shows the optimal weights of the 2-year portfolios and their out-of-sample performance for each of the regimes.
EXHIBIT 7
Out-of-sample backtest of 2-year minimum shortfall probability portfolios The weights of the optimised inflation-hedging portfolios estimated for the shorter periods are very similar to those presented in the previous in-sample analysis. 14 The portfolios constructed to hedge 2-year inflation (with a real return target of 0%) perform well, with an annualised excess return over inflation of 2.2% and 0.6% respectively for regimes 1 and 2, and a shortfall probability of zero in the first regime (the four tested portfolios were able to hedge inflation) and 25% in the second. For a 1% target real return, the optimal portfolios continue to perform well out-of-sample, with an annualised average excess return over target of 1.4% and 1.3% in the first and second regimes, respectively, and shortfall probabilities of 25% for both regimes. As soon as the target real return increases, the portfolios we construct no longer reach the target so easily, especially in the first regime, which is marked by high inflation. For a 2% target, shortfall probabilities rise to 100% in the first regime and 50% in the second. The portfolios generated mean excess returns of respectively -4.3% and -1.3%.
For a 3% target real return, shortfall probabilities remain the same but the portfolios' mean excess returns decrease to -7.7% in the first regime and -3.8% in the second. These out-ofsample findings are hardly surprising in light of our in-sample results based on 5,000
simulations. To reach high real returns, the optimal allocation assigns heavy weights to risky assets, thus generating very high shortfall probabilities, which are visible here in our out-ofsample test.
CONCLUSION
A key challenge for many institutional investors is the preservation of capital in real terms, while for individual investors it is building a portfolio that keeps up with the cost of living. In this paper we address the investment problem of an investor seeking to hedge inflation risk and achieve a fixed target real rate of return. The key question is thus to determine the optimal asset allocation that will preserve the investor's capital from inflation with an acceptable probability of shortfall. Campbell et al. [2009] ). Relying on the Goetzmann et al. [2006] test for structural change in correlation, we determined the breakpoint that best separates the sample data, ensuring the most stable correlation structure within each sub-period. We estimated a VAR model on each period and performed a simulation-based analysis. We were thus able to measure the inflation hedging properties of each asset class in each regime and determine the allocation that maximises above-target returns (inflation + x%) with the constraint that the shortfall probability remains below a threshold set by the investor. 15 The 1970's and 1980's were marked by strong supply shocks (especially oil shocks in 1973 and 1979) which accounted for more than 80% of the inflation volatility and dominated the contribution of demand shocks in the economy. The 80's and 90's have seen a reduction in the amplitude of both supply and demand shocks. If the contribution of demand shocks dominate during that regime, the reduced volatility of the demand side of the economy (government spending, residential housing and inventory changes) has been an important source of improved stability (Gordon (2005) ).
Our results confirm that the presence of macroeconomic regimes radically alters the investor's optimal allocation. In a volatile regime marked by countercyclical inflation, a safety-first investor having a pure inflation target should be mainly invested in cash when her investment horizon is short and should increase her allocation to IL bonds and precious metals when horizon increases. In a more stable economic environment with procyclical inflation shocks, the optimal investment set changes radically. Mainly invested in cash when investment horizon is short, an investor should increase her investment in nominal bonds, but also, to a lesser extent, to precious metals and real estate when her horizon increases. Our results confirm the value of alternative asset classes in protecting the portfolio against inflation.
Having a more ambitious real return target (from 1% to 3%) leads automatically to a greater shortfall probability, but also to a different optimal portfolio composition. Cash does not provide sufficient returns to achieve the positive real rate target. A larger weight should be dedicated to risky assets, which make it possible to achieve higher returns (with a greater shortfall probability). In the first period, an ambitious investor should gradually abandon IL bonds and precious metals and concentrate on equities. In the second period, she should reduce her portfolio weight in nominal bonds and invest a higher share in real estate and especially precious metals.
In the real world, many investors (especially pension funds) do not operate with a single welldefined goal but rather have to cope with multiple and sometimes contradictory objectives, with long-term return shortfall probability constraints and short term performance objectives.
An interesting development of this work would be to take these different constraints into account. Structural breaks and regime shifts are an important issue for an investor. In this paper we have described how the two main regimes that have affected the economy since the 1970s may have influenced the relationship between inflation and asset prices. We have also shown how they have radically altered the optimal allocation of an investor seeking to hedge inflation risk. The question now is to determine what regime lies ahead. While the recent resurgence of higher macroeconomic volatility might suggest a gradual move away from the "Great Moderation", there is no certainty that the forthcoming regime will be similar to the one in the 1970s and 1980s. The four decades under study are unfortunately not that long, and the inflationary episodes experienced in the 1970s may not necessarily be representative of future inflation shocks in developed economies. The possibility of different future relationships cannot be ruled out.
